
 

Christian Networks in the Early Modern Period
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Modern network analysis is extremely useful when investigating not only the relationships between individuals and within
groups and institutions, but also virtual connections. It allows one to systematically identify, examine and depict commu-
nicative relationships within their historical context. This enables the researcher to recognise efficiently which individuals
interacted with one another, in what spaces and in the framework of what regulatory structures, and what function and
significance individuals had in the context of these interlocking relationships. In addition, this approach shows how a net-
work is not comprised of the sum of the individual contributions, but rather develops systematically its own potential,
which per se constitutes the attractiveness and significance of the network. In regard to their composition and to their
own potential, networks are continually subject to developments that must be understood in the light of both external
and internal factors. This article attempts to provide a historical overview of those communicative networks that existed,
or began to establish themselves, in the early modern period and that possessed a markedly Christian character.
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Introduction

Recently, there has been a trend in historical research to investigate not only the relationships between people and
within groups and institutions but also virtual connections using network analysis.1 One advantage of network analysis
is, amongst others, that relationships can be systematically identified, examined and depicted within their historical con-
text. Thus, it allows one to recognize efficiently which individuals interacted with one another, in what spaces and in the
framework of what regulatory structures, and what function and significance individuals had in the context of these inter-
locking relationships. However, in addition – and here one can see the benefit of a historical network analysis – the ap-
proach reveals that a network is not comprised of the sum of the individual contributions, but rather systematically de-
velops its own potential, which per se constitutes the attractiveness and significance of the network. It goes without
saying that such descriptions are not static, but dynamic. In regard to their composition and to their own potential net-
works are continually subject to developments that must be understood in the light of both external and internal factors.
At the moment, however, there is debate on the extent to which network analysis can and will be used in historical re-
search: providing an account of certain networks may appear simple, but it requires considerable methodological effort,
the validity and efficiency of which needs evaluation. In addition, the hermeneutic prerequisites and consequences of the
approaches connected to network analysis have not been sufficiently discussed yet. This can only be judged following
detailed case studies. At any rate, one cannot currently speak of network analysis as a proven and established method
of historical research.

1

The following article occupies the intersection between the widespread use of the network as a central metaphor and a
systematic, rule-led and quantitative network analysis. Given the lack of a generally accepted definition, the article will
assume that networks establish, promote, preserve, guarantee and optimise the communication between different
agents, whether they be individuals or the groups, institutions, etc. they represent. Networks can by all means be un-
derstood as a system or form of organisation, whereby the concept includes those networks that consciously circum-



vent or avoid the social, economic, cultural or religious norms of institutions and organisation.2

2

A Christian, ecclesiastical or theological approach to either the content or the methodology of the topic is not self-evi-
dent. Ecclesiastical and theological history labels the study and description of Christian thought and practice that is the-
ologically accountable and shaped by the teachings of the Christian confessions – mostly in the German and European
contexts.3 As a result of this, the concept of networks is mostly applied to Christian networks. At the same time, the
communicative relationships of other religions and those that extended beyond Europe have to be taken into account.

3

For the period under investigation here, communicative behaviour "free of networks" is almost inconceivable. Informal
communicative frameworks, which are difficult to identify yet had a remarkable social, cultural, religious and economic
impact, are found everywhere.

4

With the means of traditional historical narrative, one can show how network research allows us to examine effectively
the multifarious relationships between agents, communicative structures, media and spaces and the effects that result
from their interaction. The article will investigate early modern networks. As the European societies of this period up to
the "Sattelzeit"4 (transition period) around 1800, were largely Christian, the networks under investigation can – to a
great extent – be understood as Christian networks. Not least due to the sources available, the elites are at the centre
of attention.

5

Networks of Scholars

Scholarly networks in the early modern period differed from those of the Middle Ages and earlier epochs above all in
their confessional character and, from the late 17th century onwards, increasingly through the attempts to overcome
these confessional boundaries. One must first mention the students and proponents of Reformation around the "reform-
ers" in Wittenberg (  Media Link #ab) (Martin Luther (1483–1546) (  Media Link #ac), Philipp Melanchthon
(1497–1560) (  Media Link #ad)),5 Zurich (Ulrich Zwingli (1484–1531) (  Media Link #ae), Heinrich Bullinger
(1504–1575) (  Media Link #af))6 and Geneva (Johannes Calvin (1509–1564) (  Media Link #ag), Theodor von Beza
(1519–1605) (  Media Link #ah)),7 and later the other centres of confesssionalized elite education, for example Stras-
bourg (Martin Bucer (1491–1551) (  Media Link #ai), Johannes Sturm (1507–1589) (  Media Link #aj)).8 The net-
works of Catholic reform developed a bit later, but parallel in terms of content and structure; of particular importance
were the religious orders (  Media Link #ak), for example the Jesuits, that propelled this reform and underwent a pe-
riod of formidable institutional consolidation.9

6

These networks all shared regular, stable communication that promoted confessional identity and theological polemics.
The latter was connected with the renewed attempts to construct confessional identity resulting from these networks.
The medium of communication within these networks was the letter (  Media Link #al), and one can see here many
similarities to the humanist networks, which will be examined below.10 Such letters were often intended for publication
and, as a result, collections of letters were printed.11 The agents of the networks can be traced via their correspon-
dence, a lot of which has been published, although much remains unpublished. Here, it is worth investigating how differ-
ent networks interwove with one another through members that belonged to multiple groups. For example, Melanchthon
acted on behalf of the Wittenberg Reformation, but at the same time was a member of many networks of humanists
(like, for example Erasmus of Rotterdam (1469–1536) (  Media Link #am)) who were loyal to Rome and critical of, or
even opposed, the Reformation. Furthermore, Melanchthon also belonged to networks which inclined towards the upper
German and Geneva Reformation.

7

The value of these networks to communication lay, on the one hand, in the concentrated transmission of news and, on
the other, in the accumulation of knowledge and in the fact that these networks could satisfy individual members' wishes



to disseminate their knowledge, depending on their situation. This can be seen in Zwingli's debate on the Eucharist,
which had a forerunner in a treatise from the Dutch humanist Cornelius Honius (Hoen, died 1524) (  Media Link #an)
that was published as a letter. The circle of humanists around Erasmus responded to that letter so that, finally, Luther's
scholarly colleague, Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt (1480–1541) (  Media Link #ao), could give his important lec-
ture on the presence of Christ in the Eucharist in Wittenberg. When Zwingli again defended his interpretation in a letter
to Matthäus Alber (1495–1570) (  Media Link #ap), a humanist from Reutlingen who tended towards the upper Ger-
man Reformation, and Zwingli turned against the Wittenberg emphasis on the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist,
Luther himself was compelled to make a public protest. The controversy was of considerable political and theological
importance: it clarified not only fundamental principles of an understanding of the sacrament and Christology, but also
lead to a more precise definition of the teachings in this regard within the gradually emerging confessional camps. This
is also true of the contacts that were made in preparation for the Diet of Augsburg and their communicative transmis-
sion to the groups of reformers not actually taking part in the Diet.

8

While the exchange of letters was initially reserved to the correspondents who knew each other personally, it could also
replace personal acquaintance, extending the network and adding to the good reputation that could result from being a
member of the network in question. In this way, references for students and friends of the reformers but also applica-
tions for posts and requests were dealt with or passed on effectively. The Reformation networks, therefore, promoted
the construction of institutions defined by confession (churches, schools, state laws etc.) and thus the diffusion of spe-
cific elements of the Wittenberg, upper German, Geneva or Roman Catholic confessional cultures.

9

In this way, these networks crossed over from the primarily academic space into that of the institutionalised church
elites. They no longer included just professors and those devoted to the formulation of a confession's theology in the
academic sphere, but also the academically educated representatives of the ecclesiastical elite, who sought to pre-
serve the office entrusted to them (parish, superintendency, archdeaconry, diocese etc.) for their confession.

10

In addition, the pressure towards a professionalisation of the confessional ecclesiastical elite grew. The number of
members without an academic education (an issue degenerating into a locus of confessional polemics that was often
abused within theological controversies) fell. The ever greater level of academic standardisation increased the intersec-
tions between the confessional, academic (i.e. those founded in university spheres) networks and those of the ecclesi-
astical elite. This was also a product of the regular transitions between the teaching and administrative office (Magis-
terium). Often these dual positions of authority were (as in the early Reformation during the first half of the 16th cen-
tury) unified in one person anyway. Melanchthon still ascribed the Magisterium to the professors of the theological fac-
ulty. However, the foundation of consistories with their functions of ecclesiastical administration and supervision of
teaching at the latest brought about an institutional intertwining of these networks that in the past had sometimes oper-
ated separately.
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A particularity of the Protestant networks of scholars towards the end of the 16th century, but above all in the 17th and
18th centuries, were the communicative relationships based on familial ties. On the one hand, a form of "family univer-
sity" emerged. On the other, the members of Protestant families who did not remain in the university sphere also sought
to use the familial network to fulfil the duties of their own positions or to pursue their professional careers more effec-
tively. Good examples of this are the Bidembach family from Tübingen12 or the Moller family of pastors and scholars
from Hamburg.13 On the Catholic side, using familial relationships to acquire appointments to important sees or even
the papal throne was certainly not unheard of, but of course – unlike the Protestant procedures – it could not be con-
ducted in public.14 The damage caused to the office by the depravity of the Renaissance papacy and the pressure of
public criticism forced the Catholic networks to operate more in the shadows than was customary – or socially possible
– for the families of Protestant scholars. In the place of familial relationships came communicative ties based on com-
mon territorial origins created by university attendance or bonds that had emerged within the religious orders (see be-
low).

12



The space in which scholarly Christian networks were constructed was almost always the university or an institution of
higher learning (Latin schools, noble's schools, knight academies etc.). Regarding the development of academic net-
works, one must particularly keep in mind the considerable growth of academic migration in the course of the early
modern period compared to the late Middle Ages, but also the differentiation of catchment areas (state universities, re-
gional universities, urban schools, universities or grammar schools with transregional catchment areas). Just as the
aristocracy and upper middle-classes developed the so-called Grand Tour as a part of their education befitting their
rank, so did studying at a distant university belong to the "educational programme" of a young scholar.15 In these cir-
cumstances networks grew not only due to the medial or personal form of mediation (letters, recommendations from
agents of the network already in contact with one another), but – somewhat in contrast to the trend mentioned above –
again through personal acquaintances, which emerged through studying at a university or institution of higher learning.
Besides the networks that developed between members of various academic disciplines and which were mainly defined
by the exchange of specialist information, there now emerged relationships based upon regional origins, which con-
veyed and shaped linguistic and cultural, but above all confessional identities rather than professional or disciplinary
ones.

13

Humanism – Humanist Sodalities

Many of the above-mentioned characteristics of scholarly, confessional networks are evident in the sphere of late-medi-
aeval humanism and its further development, commonly referred to as Late Humanism that extended into the early mod-
ern period. The concept of "Late Humanism" is, one must admit, contentious in the interdisciplinary discourse.16

14

For this reason, one must first mention cultural practices at the end of the Middle Ages as expressed in the correspon-
dence and publications of the circle around Erasmus, Ulrich von Hutten (1488–1523) (  Media Link #as) and Johannes
Reuchlin (1455–1522) (  Media Link #at), for example in the so-called "Letters of Obscure Men" (  Media Link #au)
(Epistolæ obscurorum virorum), but later also in the various proposals for educational reform that combined confes-
sional intent with the humanist perception of Antiquity.17

15

A special form of this humanist scholarship had emerged in the co-called sodalitates litteraria, circles for the study of
the studia humaniora, the late mediaeval middleclass culture of education.18 These were more or less stably defined
circles of correspondents that exchanged letters in irregular intervals. It is disputed whether their members also actually
met on a regular basis. Scholars such as Konrad Celtis (1459–1508) (  Media Link #av) , Johannes Reuchlin, Conrad
Mutian (1471–1526) (  Media Link #aw) and Urbanus Rhegius (1489–1541) (  Media Link #ax), priests such as Jo-
hann von Staupitz (1465–1524) (  Media Link #ay), patricians such as Willibald Pirckheimer (1470–1530) (  Media
Link #az) and Conrad Peutinger (1465–1547) (  Media Link #b0), but also nobles such as Ulrich von Hutten and Hart-
muth von Cronberg (1488–1549) (  Media Link #b1), and later charismatic confessional leaders, drew likeminded peo-
ple around them, primarily through epistolary correspondence, with whom they discussed ecclesiastical, social and po-
litical topics. One can also demonstrate the existence of this type of learned circle in the imperial cities among leading
female members of the patrician class such as Caritas Pirckheimer (1467–1532) (  Media Link #b2), but these were
few and far between. With regard to their structure but not content, they were the precursors of later Pietist and mid-
dleclass emancipatory conventicles and small societies, albeit without their sometimes exclusive understanding of mem-
bership.

16

Celtis founded his circle of friends as a loose, voluntary society with the goal of humanist study.19 Models were proba-
bly the Academia Platonica, re-established by Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499) (  Media Link #b4) in Florence, and the
Academia Romana of Pomponio Leto (1428–1497) (  Media Link #b5) in Rome. The anti-scholastic thrust that char-
acterised the humanist educational initiatives was echoed in this group. The prerequisite for co-option into a sodality
were knowledge of ancient languages, a spotless reputation – if possible, confirmed by members of the sodality – and
the willingness to participate independently as a humanist in the contemporary academic debates, which admittedly in
the 15th century still generally took place outside the university. The external attributes of membership were often the
Graecised or Latinised names of the sodalities' members.
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Whether and to what extent the sodalities were formally institutionalised is contested. There is proof, however, that
some of these communities had presidents and secretaries. Sodalities were created through the free exchange of opin-
ion in their members' correspondence; others were organised locally, but also co-opted members who lived further
afield. These could use the hospices financed by the sodalities or other forms of lodging or provisions. The member re-
sponsible for this served as hospes and organised the contubernium sodalium (food and lodging) for the particular sec-
tion.
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In the measure that members of the sodalities went to the universities (institutions that had come into being during the
late mediaeval wave of new university foundations in the Holy Roman Empire) the sodalities became part of the aca-
demic culture depending on the extent to which the universities incorporated them. Nevertheless, in the 16th century,
they still remained partially outside the academic sphere. With increasing support from the state, they transformed into
academies of sciences, for example the sodalitas litteraris Vistulana founded by Celtis, which came to be the Polish
academy of sciences based in Krakow. Others included the sodalitas litteraria Hungarorum, the Hungarian academy of
sciences based in Pressburg (Bratislava) and the Danubian academy of sciences societas Danubiana based in Vienna.
The above-mentioned anti-scholastic thrust allowed the sodalities to act for a time as a medium of Reformation scholar-
ship.20 Nevertheless, the inner split within humanism into pro-Reformation and pro-Roman factions brought the rapid
disintegration of some societies, as in the case of the sodalitas litteraria Rhenania, whose headquarters changed be-
tween Heidelberg, Oppenheim and Mainz:21 it joined up with existing middleclass sodalities in Augsburg and Nuremburg.
However, these ties also dissolved in the wake of the implementation of the upper German Reformation in the imperial
cities of Southern Germany.

19

Recently, the peculiar links between humanist scholarship and reform-minded Benedictine monasticism have increas-
ingly attracted attention.22 The examples of several Benedictines interested in humanism at the end of the 15th and dur-
ing the 16th centuries demonstrate how the connection to scholarly circles was possible despite strict enclosure and
stabilitas loci. There is still no conclusive research on the penetration of humanist scholarship and their forms of com-
munication into the circles of mendicant orders and reformed societies of the 15th and 16th centuries, with the excep-
tion of the German variation of the Dutch devotio moderna in the form of the "Brethren of the Common Life" and their
outstanding representative Gabriel Biel (1418–1495) (  Media Link #b6).23
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In regard to the history of universities and education the second half of the 16th century and the beginning of the 17th
century were characterised by the appearance of a socially exclusive class of scholars influenced by (late) humanist
norms. Thanks to improved communicative ties (printing with movable types, growing academic mobility) and an exten-
sion of the academic fields of activity, humanists – or those who considered themselves to be such – were no longer
purely dependent on upper-class, often aristocratic, patronage. This emancipation of scholars also involved their disen-
tanglement from the networks provided by their erstwhile patrons. These scholars sought to preserve the relationship to
Classical education that underpinned their identity and – often as a result of this – tried to resist the massive processes
of confessionalization. Certainly, the creation of confessional battle lines affected many of the various forms of late hu-
manism. However, they resisted the attempts at confessional homogenisation and will be understood in the following as
complementary to the overarching confessionalism. This scholarly culture always contained two dimensions: one con-
nected to literature and aesthetics, the other to social and cultural history. Nonetheless, one cannot doubt the continuity
of the humanist scholarly education and the handing down of its central body of knowledge.24 There has been no final
verdict, however, on the relationship between late humanism and the complimentary processes of confessionalisation
and secularisation shaping the entire society.25 The more recent research on late humanism stresses, on the one hand,
the shift in emphasis occurring among the scholarly curricula and in the corpora of knowledge.26 On the other, it points
to the development of an exclusive, humanistically educated scholarly estate with specific cultural practices and types of
behaviour.27 Unquestioned remained the common Christian basis that also integrated Classical pagan elements and that
was shared by all, regardless of any confessional divisions. This was an important social and cultural consequence of
humanism, Reformation and the emergence of confessional divisions. Connected to this, researchers have long
stressed that the practical and political variations of late humanism contributed significantly to overcoming the confes-
sional age's inclination to religious and state crises.28
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Around the turn of the 16th century, rulers began subjecting their institutions of higher education to humanist reforms.
The aim was to train an academic and professional elite, introduce ecclesiastical reforms and, after the Reformation, to
create confessional homogeneity. To achieve this, the rulers began in the late 1520s to implement the concepts of ped-
agogical reform already proposed by the older generation of humanists around 1500. Terms such as educational expan-
sion and diffusion and the diversification of educational institutions describe the results of these reform processes well.
Here, the intention was that the institutions of higher learning serve as instruments of governmental confessionalisation
in the various territories that sponsored them. Certainly, one goal was to legitimatize elite formation in the territories and
cities, but another was to create dogmatic uniformity and influence the moral and ethical development of the subjects.
Despite the confessional and institutional variations in the university systems and practices of scholarship, these shared
basic patterns in the 16th and 17th centuries. The late humanist culture of scholarship around 1600 – with its literary
production, its personnel and institutional networks, its specific forms of communication and the diverse paths of migra-
tion for professors and students – should be understood as a "complementary culture" to the confessionalized society.
Late humanism is therefore less an antithesis to the dominance of the confessional in the period, but rather a comple-
mentary cultural practice that reveals the limits of confessionalization.

22

The alba amicorum ("books of friendship") are a specific medium which may not prove membership of scholarly net-
works, but which do make membership extremely likely when supported by additional secondary sources. In these al-
bums, teachers recorded notes and comments for the migrating students, while their fellow students wrote down eru-
dite verses in Latin and – less often – Greek or Hebrew, sometimes adding their coats of arms, as a form of souvenir.
Only recently have these "books" achieved a prominent place in the research on ephemeral writings.29 Entries in the
alba amicorum may illuminate both academic migration and the connection to particular junctions of the dissemination of
academic knowledge that are only mentioned in later correspondence.30
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Religious Orders – Religious Communities

In the context of the Christian networks presented here, the establishment of religious orders was at first a phenome-
non that underwent developments that were characteristic for each confession. At first, the Reformation critique had re-
nounced as typically Roman Catholic the development of monasticism in all its diversity from the earliest period of
Christianity and in particular in the Middle Ages. However, in the course of Catholic confessionalization, orders from pre-
cisely these traditions, but also new ones that were more attuned to the specific demands of the age of the religious
schism, turned into highly effective instruments of confessional homogenisation.31 The Fourth Lateran Council of 1215
had only allowed the establishment of new religious orders and congregations that adopted already existing and ap-
proved rules of communal life. As a result, one can only identify the specific variations of new foundations, which must
above all be understood as a reaction to the challenges of the times, through a careful comparison of their concrete
practices (consuetudines, religious rules, guides on behaviour and procedures, manuals of confession).

24

Due to the increasing internationalisation and the actual size of the newly created religious orders or of those older ones
that transformed themselves under the conditions of confessionalisation, one cannot simply equate the religious orders
with a Christian network. Rather, within the orders specific networks developed. They had numerous communicative
benefits:

25

the use of codes and semantics specific to the order;
stable communicative ties guaranteed by the order's institutions;
safety and protection of communication due to the Exemption, i.e. the jurisdictional subordination directly to the pope,
circumventing the authority of the bishops;
specific forms of communication (mutuum colloquium fratrum, i.e. a speech behaviour analogous to the intimate form
of modern talking therapies);
secure communicative spaces clearly separated from secular and ecclesiastical spheres.



Certainly, the Society of Jesus32 founded on 15 August 1534 by a circle of friends around Ignatius of Loyola
(1491–1556) (  Media Link #b7) provides an excellent example of a confessional network. However, it is necessary to
emphasise that certain aspects of the Jesuits' development were entirely untypical. The Spanish religious order took on
the classic monastic vows – poverty, celibacy and obedience. In addition, its members undertook a fourth vow of spe-
cial obedience to the pope. Besides the considerable emphasis placed on education, the defining attributes of the Soci-
etas Jesu were its commitment to Catholic confessionalisation (  Media Link #b8), the creation of a homogenous
Catholic confessional culture and its mission (  Media Link #b9) in not only Central and Latin America but also the Far
East. The word "Jesuits" was first used as a derogatory term, but later was taken on by the order itself.

26

There is not enough space here to go into the history of the order, which is distinct above all due to its suppression by
the pope (  Media Link #ba) who in 1733 yielded to pressure from the absolutist monarchs and the order's restoration
in 1814. Nevertheless, the suppression of the order resulted from one of its distinguishing characteristics: the formation
of scarcely visible, but highly effective networks that penetrated the ecclesiastical and state elites. Initially, these shared
the attributes of the scholarly networks discussed above. However, due to the circumstances of its foundation, from the
very beginning Ignatius gave the order a military structure that created hierarchical relationships and structures of com-
munication. In a nigh-on dialectical inversion of this founding idea, however, opposing vertical relationships developed ei-
ther as an alternative or a complement to these horizontal hierarchies, overcoming the constraints of horizontal commu-
nicative relationships.
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The primarily vertical communicative links developed within the order parallel to one another. Typically, relationships
were based less on common regional origins or academic contacts than on training together during the novitiate and the
ties developed through the medium of the exercitia spiritualia. This is a collection of meditative techniques of self-analy-
sis and devotional reflection. Normally they were led by a director of Exercises, to whom one developed a close per-
sonal relationship, as one did to the other participants of a particular Exercise. This had a direct impact on the further
communication within the order.
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Although certain institutions of the order sought to oppose these structures, they were a central element of Jesuit cul-
ture and probably also contributed to the modernising drive of increasing the efficiency of the missionaries and the
strategies of confessionalisation. Clearly, the communicative value of these inner-congregational networks for the Je-
suits and the new orders that followed them resulted from the tension between absolute obedience (and the strict hier-
archy based on this) and considerable personal flexibility (Ignatian: "indifference"). These circumstances soon provoked
the accusation of particular intransigence and allowed the Jesuits to become the ideal type of the feared but secretly
admired "power in the shadows", both within the Roman Catholic Church and in Protestant polemics.33 This, however,
did not prevent the swift spread and worldwide activity of the Society of Jesus.
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Again, the advantages from communication via networks may have been the prerequisite for this. On the one hand, the
Jesuits gave the impression – above all via its sermons and pastoral care, including the confession – to the outside
world that they were being controlled by a centre. The casuistry specially developed for this purpose (which in the ad-
measurements of penance for sins also took mitigating circumstances into account) quickly led to a greater acceptance,
not least among the social elite up to and including royal houses. In this way, the Jesuits also wielded some political in-
fluence.
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Internally, the partitioning of responsibility and learning prevented a too great accumulation of power and knowledge in
one person. These could only be accumulated and shared through the communicative ties of clandestine networks. It is
natural for such networks that while their effects are visible; their relationship to the centre of the religious order is very
difficult to research. The order's correspondence, the minutes of chapter and synod meetings, petitions to the superior-
general in Rome etc. provide impressions, but there has not yet been a systematic study of this.

31



Through their significant contribution to the creation of a confessionally homogenous system of education, the Jesuits
took on many of the structures of classical educational networks, transforming them according to the specific conditions
of the order.34 Here, the institutions of higher learning founded in the German-speaking countries by the Jesuits or in or-
der to promote Catholic confessionalisation played an important role: Baden-Baden, Bamberg, Dillingen, Erfurt, Feld-
kirch, Graz, Ingolstadt, Innsbruck, Landshut, Molsheim, Münster, Olmütz, Osnabrück, Paderborn, Passau, St. Blasien,
Vienna.
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Although the agents of Jesuit networks appear to have been primarily members of the order, one must assume that
people from outside were at least sometimes included, not least due to their social status or their position of leadership
or as an intermediary. One cannot explain the considerable success of Catholic confessionalisation, for example in
Poland, in any other way.

33

No less varied than the members of the congregational networks were the subjects of their communication. One can
summarise the dimensions of their communicative exchange, whose functional classifications, however, should not be
understood too restrictively. Mutual interferences and amalgamations must also be taken into account:
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discussions on the creation, implementation and preservation of confessional homogeneity;
discussions of contents taught by catechism and missionaries;
the accumulation of knowledge regarding the various areas in which the order was active;
political, social, cultural and economic knowledge;
strategic knowledge within the structure of the order that complemented or offered an alternative to the "official" knowl-
edge that was distributed hierarchically;
strategic knowledge to maintain the order's structures in the period of suppression.

The Jesuit networks may have adopted the last aspect, in particular, from the networks of dissidents and marginalised
groups among mainstream Christianity described below.

35

This is particularly true for the networks of former Jesuits which emerged following the suppression of the order in
1767, whose activities were largely covert and illegal. They performed the roles of the dissident and non-conformist
networks discussed below against the background of advancing modernity and secularisation in the Age of Enlighten-
ment.35
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A by-product of this type of network is the – sometimes uncritical – adoption of primarily secular codes, semantics and
patterns of behaviour for strategic considerations. For example, the perception of a growing distance between the Je-
suit networks and the original ideas behind them is evident in the criticisms of representatives of the curia, which un-
doubtedly contain some polemical exaggeration, of Jesuit profit seeking in the colonial missions of Paraguay and of the
Jesuit participation in the development of the Chinese unitary sate by passing on mathematical and astronomical knowl-
edge. The longer the latter went on, the less it served the missionary task and the more it became part of the legitimat-
ing of the emperor's rule while also causing a mutual dependency, which no longer seemed compatible with the actual
task of the mission. In the case of the Jesuit reductions in Latin America (  Media Link #bb), it quickly became clear
how far economic exploitation had pushed aside the original idea of a sensitive enculturation of Christianity that was,
above all, free of violence.36 Interestingly, networks within the order stabilised the existing situation, but also increas-
ingly viewed it critically. The more, however, the attempt at internal reform failed, the greater was the development of
communicative relationships across the boundaries of orders, social estates (the clergy) and sometimes even confes-
sions.

37

This description of the Jesuit networks is also relevant in more or less the same way for other, in some cases much



later religious orders and congregations – for example, those of the clerks regular (the Legion of Christ [LC]), the con-
gregations of clerics (Kalasantiner [COP], the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate [OMI], the Oblates of St. Fran-
cis de Sales [OSFS], the Oratorians [CO], the Salesians of Don Boscos [SDB], the Salvatorians [SDS], the Redemp-
torists [in the past CSSR, now CSFR], the Divine Word Missionaries [SVD], the Comboni missionaries) – and lay orders
(brotherhoods), the apostolic orders of women (Franciscan sisters) and the tertiaries within, in particular, the mendicant
orders.

38

Nonconformists – Dissidents

The greater the homogenising pressure on the members of the community in this period of confessionalisation, the
more often Christian networks developed that allowed nonconformist and dissident groups to survive within the confes-
sionally homogenous societies, preserving and – in some cases – improving their status. Those groupings that deviated
from the expected or demanded Orthopraxy (nonconformists) or those circles which for different reasons made theo-
logically deviant statements (dissidents) felt themselves particularly compelled to escape the constantly increasing pres-
sure to homogenise. The Reformation in its various specific forms had also often emerged from the effects of success-
ful communication within individual deviant or marginalised networks. Therefore, it was only natural for the increasingly
diffuse Protestant movement that other groups or individuals which were themselves in dissent with or opposed to the
new mainstream of confessional culture should create their own networks. This pluralism of opinion, which already char-
acterised the early Reformation (for example in the Wittenberg movement), was expressed in specific, often clandes-
tine, networks in the following centuries. These – depending on the prevailing level of religious tolerance – also worked
publically as independent organisations and institutions. There is not, however, enough space here to give an overview
of all the groups which Luther accused of Schwärmerei (spiritualists, enthusiasts, non-conformists, radical dissenters).
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The early modern dissenters and nonconformists share the fact that they first emerged in the Latin Church and the con-
fessional spaces that resulted from the schism. Their dissent was present in their theological thought or the resulting re-
ligious practices and lifestyles. Some of the charismatic leaders and elites of these dissident groups came from the of-
ten academically educated circles of earlier followers of the Reformation (Balthasar Hubmaier (1485–1528) (  Media
Link #bc), Thomas Müntzer (1489–1525) (  Media Link #bd), Kaspar Schwenckfeld (1489–1561) (  Media Link #be)
and others).37 However, many also came from lower social strata which opposed Reformation education and profes-
sionalisation and understood themselves to be "new lay people"38 (Karlstadt, Jakob Böhme (1575–1624) (  Media Link
#bf), Hans Hut (1490–1527) (  Media Link #bg),39 the Münster Anabaptists40 (  Media Link #bh) etc.). The networks
around or created by them had initially had the central goal of collecting their deviating ideas and of solidifying, defend-
ing and transmitting their differences. This only occasionally involved scholarly criticism or the elaboration of theory re-
sulting from it. On the whole, they simply postulated that they were different and justified this apologetically on the basis
of Reformation principles (for example, those of sola scriptura, the emphasis on the priesthood of all believers, the
negation of certain hermeneutic principles – in particular those of the Wittenberg Reformation etc.). During the course of
the dissemination of the dissented issues to a broader audience, the theoretical issues gave way to concrete instruc-
tions regarding modes of behaviour of daily piety and life (attending services and the practices of the confession, infant
baptism, the Eucharist (  Media Link #bi) etc.). Processes of exchange within the dissident networks continued to pro-
mote and justify the creation of religious identity. Finally, and one should not underestimate this, these networks also al-
lowed the communication of strategic information about their adversaries that was essential for the group's survival. In
addition to facts or strategic disinformation, this included news about refuge areas, negotiating strategies, the progress
and outcome of trials and the individuals involved in these trials.41

40

In the early modern societies striving towards confessional homogeneity, religious tolerance emerged only late.42 In
most cases, it were nonconformist groups who demanded it because they wanted acceptance for their different teach-
ings and way of life (  Media Link #bj).43 The degree to which tolerance was indeed granted or relocated in the wake
of migration processes within Europe – and, from the 17th century, increasingly "exported" to non-European colonies
and territories – determined the possibilities for these groups to escape the pressure to conform and instead develop
their own forms of organisation and religious institutions. One of the effects of the connected process of identity building
was that dissent became inflated and radicalised through this emancipation. Where the burden of defending religious
dissent did not exist (for example in the tolerant territories of North America), the dissent was disassociated from its



original "Sitz im Leben", the apologetic discourse, and – now isolated – became an identifying attribute that was trans-
ferred to other constellations and conditions, for example in the English colonies. The direct connections between life
and teaching could no longer be maintained and had to be reconstructed within the group's discourse on identity. This
was necessarily connected to transformations in the groups' justifications of the content of their communication and its
implementation in practical life. Here, non-conformism and dissidence took on decisively new functions, for example
marking ethnic and territorial connections, stabilising ethno-cultural milieus etc.
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The medium of communicative exchange is, in addition to the oral tradition, the written word (correspondence). With the
further development of the technology, printed works in the form of teaching materials (catechisms, treatises), collec-
tions of sermons (  Media Link #bl) and speeches, and other ephemeral writings acquired importance for communicat-
ing within the network. This had the – not always unintentional – result that the networks and the topics they communi-
cated about became visible to different publics. Even when they were originally intended for internal use, many printed
materials were read elsewhere and employed for reciprocal delineation and self-definition.
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Even if these processes initially began within Protestantism, the confessional culture of Roman Catholicism was not un-
affected. Influenced by its international sphere of activity – a phenomenon which for Protestantism only started to
emerge in the 18th century with the missions of Pietistic and radical dissident groups – and the increasingly diverse
spaces of confessional cultural work, the confessional homogeneity of Roman Catholicism which had still been postu-
lated at the Council of Trent broke apart. Already at the Council of Trent, there had been highly divergent opinions on
the elementary questions regarding the teaching of grace and justification, and the ecclesiology and devotional prac-
tices based upon it. Over time, dissident and nonconformist Roman Catholic networks increasingly developed because
of this. Even if the centrally directed practices surrounding the cult were often accepted as a common external frame-
work – or if social pressure for external homogeneity made every manifestation of dissent impossible – networks, pri-
marily of an academic nature, developed which reflected critically upon the theological content of the Roman denomina-
tion (Trent – professio fidei tridentina) and the way of living based on it. These criticisms were influenced by the contact
with other cultures and ways of living which challenged Rome's uncritical Eurocentric perspective. The religious orders
and their missions contributed to this significantly (the Chinese rite controversy, Jesuit reductions).
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Jansenism

A further example of the formation of inner-Catholic dissident networks is "Jansenism", which combined a specific un-
derstanding of the teachings of St. Augustine with concrete demands regarding the national church. It was a movement
within the Roman Catholic Church of the 17th and 18th centuries named after the Bishop of Ypres, Cornelius Jansen
(1585–1638) (  Media Link #bo). Church doctrine accused several Jansenist tenets of heresy. The Jansenist's close
ties to the parliamentary opposition to Louis XIV (1638–1715) (  Media Link #bp) were of considerable importance for
this – initially scholarly – network that emerged from a reassessment of the Augustinian teaching on grace.
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Jansen's treatise Augustinus (  Media Link #bq) – written long before his ascension to the episcopacy, but only pub-
lished after his death – is an attempt to refute the Jesuit interpretation of the Bible, which he saw as semi-Pelagian. To
achieve this, the Dutch scholar turned to the original writings of St. Augustine and his thoughts about the original sin of
mankind and men's salvation through God's grace alone. At the same time, Jansen sought to return to an authentic
Catholicism.
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Under the leadership of Luis de Molina SJ (1535–1600) (  Media Link #br), the Jesuits attacked Jansen's interpreta-
tion. In turn, he criticised both Molinism and Casuistry, the Jesuits' Probabilism and the Roman perception of their elite
status and the arrogance of the curial and Jesuit leadership. The French cardinal and interior minister, Armand-Jean du
Plessis de Richelieu (1585–1642) (  Media Link #bs), intervened in the conflict in favour of the Society of Jesus in
1624. On the one hand, this revealed the Jesuits' close connections to the French court, but – after the suppression of
the Jesuits – also those of the Jansenist network, which had played a major role in the Jesuits' expulsion. However,



when the Jansenists attacked Cardinal Richelieu during the 30 Years War, due to his alliance with the Protestants
against the Catholic Habsburgs, they became his enemies.
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The centre of the Jansenist network of resistance was the convent of Port-Royal, which originally had close ties to the
French king. Jansen found support among the French bishops, but also from the philosopher Blaise Pascal
(1623–1662) (  Media Link #bt).
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Pope Pius V (1504–1572, pontificate: 1566–1572) (  Media Link #bu) condemned the teachings of Michel de Bay
(Baius, 1513–1589) (  Media Link #bv), an intellectual precursor of Cornelius Jansen, in the bull Ex omnibus affliction-
ibus on 1 October 1567.44 Other papal bulls in 1643 and 1653 intensified the conflict between Rome and the French
Jansenists. From 1680, the pressure on the inner-Catholic dissidents increased: the king had the convent of Port-Royal
destroyed and the Jansensists were systematically persecuted. Some could escape to Brussels, for example Pasquier
Quesnel (1634–1719) (  Media Link #bw), who, however, was arrested there in 1703. The bull Unigenitus Dei Filius
of 1713 contrasted 101 propositions of Quesnel's thought with the Roman, and thus canonical, position and condemned
again the members of the dissident movement as renegades from the true faith. This gave Louis XIV a powerful tool
which promoted the desired loyalty to Rome, while also encouraging a mood of opposition among the Jansenists for
generations to come. Despite its relatively short zenith, Jansenism had an enduring impact on French literature. The
Jansenist image of man and the teaching of grace based upon it continued to attract supporters in later centuries and
became entwined with the early manifestations of French Gallicanism. The Old Catholic Church of the Netherlands
owes the origins of its independence from Rome to the debate on Jansenism.
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Conclusion

An examination of the early modern period suggests the following theses on the Christian networks which, however, re-
quire verification through further studies: at first, in the late Middle Ages, the networks which as yet connected rather a
small number of people, were created by correspondence and personal relationships focused on a particular topic. So-
cial, cultural, political and economic change and the development of the available means of communication (for example,
improvements to printing technology and other methods of communicating across long distances) caused them to be-
come boundary-spanning communicative spheres defined less and less by space, estate, ethnicity, politics or confes-
sion. The analysis of current problems and possible solutions replaced the emphasis on particular topics. The networks
were not made up of the sum of the members' knowledge and their ability to pass it on. Rather, they were formed from
the effects intrinsic to their systems and structures resulting from the emergence of technical and professional elites.
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Where the early modern Christian networks contributed to the secularisation of a largely Christian context, they lost
their decidedly Christian character. However, one can also observe that despite the secularisation of the Enlightenment
they did not disappear, but rather underwent an Enlightened, secularising transformation. Even in times of marginalisa-
tion and supersession of Christian thought, they retained important functions and developed under the conditions of
modernity as clandestine networks that were analogous to the early networks of persecuted dissidents and noncon-
formists.
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In addition to work on neglected sources, in particular those of the modern period, future research on networks and
Christianity must, above all, reconstruct the communicative relationships that cannot be found in the classical media.
Here, the content transferred by the media is less interesting than the possible constellation of people, positions, com-
mon ideas, spaces and social facilitation. An urgent task of future research is to develop suitable methodologies for
this.
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